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UNDP]R the open sky : what a charm in the
very words 1 Man parted with something
of his heritage when he built a roof over his head,
and put solid walls l)etween himself and out of
doors.
At times we realize what we have lost. Moments
come when life within doors seems cramped and
confined. We long to be in the fresher, freer
world outside, Nature's world where there is always
life and suggestiveness. \\'e would feel the breezes
in our faces, the West wind telling us of hope, or
the North wind with its bracing speech. It seems
to us as though life would become higher, wider,
easier, for a return to Nature's sights and sounds.
^Ve echo the cry of the starling in the Scotch story :
" I maun win oot," out and away from books and
bricks for a long afternoon.
Is this an unattainable desire? Are long after-
noons out of doors forbidden pleasures to those
whose work is study ? Are we never to go forth in
cpiest of " green fields and pastures new," never to
know what lies beyond those distant hills simply
because we are striving to climb another hill called
knowledge ? Surely there is some way to reconcile
the two things, some way to satisfy our longing for
a little more of life under the open sky, and yet
enable us to meet the demands made upon us in
lecture and class room.
Perhaps we can get a few hints as to the manner
in which this may be done from a consideration of
our life within doors. Have we not all of us the
guilt of misspent time on our consciences? Are
there not in our day wasted moments, which if
carefully hoarded, would give us golden hours of
real recreation? Consider the time spent in idle
gossip, about the halls, in aimless dawdling on the
stairs, in unnecessary errands to each other's rooms.
Consider too, the less tangible waste of time that
goes on when we are ostensibly studying ; worrying
over lessons is not work, idle revery is not thought,
sitting over books is not study, and do we not
constantly do these things? More than this, are
we nol guilty of mental dawdling? Do we not
need to cultivate concentration and intensity of
mental effort? There is study and study. Half-
minded like half-hearted work accomplishes little.
He who bends all his energies to the task before
him, and demands of his mind all that it can do,
rises from his work with something achieved, with
mental powers trained to still better effort and
with precious moments saved for other uses.
May we not learn something helpful from obser-
vation elsewhere? The visitor to Oxford sees the
town and all the country round alive, in the
afternoon, with young men in blazers, all on
pleasure and exercise bent. Life at Oxford seems
one grand holiday. But morning and evening tell
another story, for then the student has donned his
cap and gown and js devoting himself no less ear-
nestly to lectures and stuciy. That famous Creek
scholar. Dr. Jewett, Master of Balliol, is said to have
asserted that five hours of concentrated mental effort
is all that a man should ordinarily require of himself.
Many an Oxford man has acted accordingly and has
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])rovecl to the world how much may be accomphshed
in these five hours.
Let us then take courage and hope to gain, by a
wiser use of our time, a few more leisure hours to
spend under the open sky, in rambling along the
pleasant country roads, in wandering " over the hills
and far awav." M. K. Koufall.
ST. MARTIN'S LITTLE SUMMER.
Hush of glooming twilights
Lit by gramarye,
Strains far off as fainting
From a tropic sea.
Floating in a vision,
Seems the gray, old earth,
Or the radiance streaming
Has an elfin birth.
Amber flush of sunset
Warms the whole day long.
While the dew of morning
Veils till even-song.
Martin's little summer
Holds its misty sway.
Now we catch a glimpse of
Eden's happier day.
Forests stand like armies,
Pennons gay unfurled.
Yet as dimmed by centuries
Of an ancient woild.
Still a sadness touches
The year's paradise.
And the smoke that rises
Is of sacrifice.
Farewell, breathe the breezes
Loitering slowly by.
Earth is all but heaven.




In the corner of the orchard, where the fence
and stone wall meet, an old apple-tree stands.
Bowed with years, it is still a fine old tree. Novem-
ber storms have flung down in sullen rage the
brown leaves of unnumbered autumns ; the pitiless
fury of snow and sleet has stung the naked branches,
and over them mad March nights have broken their
tempestuous hearts, but still it stands, gnarled and
bent and rough, but strong with patient endur-
ance.
Not everything is old in the orchard. Between
the fences and the maple walk run long rows of
young trees, pear and peach and apple, to whcMii
this life is a thing new and strange. They tremble
yet at the footstep of the gardener and the flash
of his knife, and when the wind mourns in the
neighboring forest, lift in affright jxile leaf-faces to
the coming storm. The ground is full of stones
that bruise their tender rootlets, and the tiny trees
shudder and draw them back, little dreaming of the
day when they must learn to cling there for support
against the wind who is taking his own cruel sport
in their branches.
The old apple-tree has no contempt for these
weak fears; too well it remembers the time when
itself was timid and distressed, when the tumult of
the storm shook its soul, and the grim visage of the
new stone wall, hard and forbidding, took all the
brightness from the sunshine. Most lovingly it
stoops now above the vines and mosses of those
very stones, to find a tender friend. And so in the
old tree there is always comfort aijd counsel ; and
when,in the spring,it is all aglow with rosy blossoms,
down the long rows between the fence and the
maples showers of pink petals float like promises of
the future.
LInder its spreading branches the old tree has a
little world of its own, where the gardener never
comes. A patch of glossy myrtle has crowded out,
by years of perseverance, the moss that once
clothed the ground at the foot of the tree ; this
with a sentinel hollyhock in the corner, bears mute
witness to some garden of long ago, now neglected
and forgotten. Was it a child's fingers that pushed
aside the drooping boughs, and a child's eager
diligence that made a pretty playhouse under this
friendly shelter?—or was it some gentle lady of the
by-gone days who, with her own white hands, laid
out a tiny garden here in the shade ? The tree
has had many human friends, but they are all gone
now. The prattling, yellow-haired baby, who ran
away from nursie's watchful eye to strew silky
hollyhock blossoms about the ground with ruthless,
little fingers, and interchange merry confidences
with the birds and bees that frequented the cozy
corner ;—the maiden with the deep, dark eyes,who
came to dream her girlish dreams and send her
happy fancies floating up, up through the apple-
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blossoms to the over-arching blue ;—the dear, old
vvjman with the silver hair, who lifted the branches
when the late September sunshine fell through
them, calm and peaceful as the sunshine of her own
life ;—all are gone. They have left behind them
only two or three initials on the tree-trunk, and
these garden flowers.
The stone wall was a well-built wall in its day,
but is fast falling into a beautiful ruin. Soft mosses
fill all the crevices, and lichens, pale green, or gray
tipped with little red cups, draw out their delicate
tracery over the stones. A luxuriant woodbine has
crept halfway along the wall, sending down long
creepers as it goes. Its leaves are burning now
with the autumn fire, dying in a blaze of beaut)-
and falling into ashes on the moss below.
The sun is setting, and his parting rays fall like
a benediction upon the little community under the
apple-tree, turning the airy plumes of the opening
milk-weed pods into silver threads. The blue
asters by the fence nod a merry " Good-night ! "
and turn away their saucy faces, but the golden-rod
watches steadfastly until the red disk is hidden
behind the hill, as if to absorb into its being the
last ray of mellow light.
Darkness draws slowly on. The outlines of the
trees in the neighboring forest are lost in one dense
shadow. The light is dying away in the west, and
the evening star peeps out, timidly at first, then
gathering courage, shines forth in fuller radiance
through the chilly air. The old tree draws its arms
closer about its little friends, for the frost-needles
are beginning to quiver through the air, and an icy
breath that chills it to the core.
A thrill of pain steals through all the branches
of the old apple-tree, at the thought of the weary
winter days,—the long and cruel winter nights
with the still, cold snow on the ground and the
mocking moon shining down from the frosty sky.
But the evening star is shining, calm and still, and
as the steady rays fall over cjuivering twigs and
yearning branches, the old tree remembers all the
winters that have passed away, and the summers
that have always come again. And cold and pain
are all forgotten as it falls into a peaceful dream of
flowers and music and of summer rain.
But the golden-rod lies dead at its feet.
Alice E. Work, {Special '88-8q.)
THE STETSON COLLECTION.
[ Coii/i/ii/<'f/.'\
The first landscape which greets our eye on the
left wall is a fascinating picture by Damoye. That
he is, as the catalogue tells us, a pupil of Corot
and Daubigny, we can easily believe—especially of
the former—because not alone the delicate touch
and the sensitive green, but the subject itself
reminds us of that great landscape painter. It is
a breezy spring day, with a soft grey sky. The
delicate trees respond to the air, whose refreshing
breath we feel. The subject is simple and full of
the meaning and promise of spring. The wind-
mill in the distance,with the pleasant dash of a dull
red, is revolving, and the figures, also, are moving
busily about. The techniciue is sensitive ; and a
feeling of harmony with nature has guided the
painter's hand.
The next ]:)icture is glowing and radiant—
a
marine piece by Lansil. The ships glide along
almost imperceptibly in the glassy water. The sun,
shining through a hazy mist, illumines the whole
atmosphere with a golden light, brilliant, yet soft.
AH the sails are set, and their effect against the
yellow sky is soft and charming. The strong color
of the boat in front is so deep and rich and warm
that it harmonizes beautifully with the yellow and
gold. Sky and sea melt into one another and out
of their light emerges the stately ship.
To turn from this atmosphere of light and
warmth to the December landscape by Hartling
produces quite a chill ; and this is, perhaps, the
best way to criticise both pictures. In fact, the
contrast is so great in every respect, that one has
to wait awhile before eye and feeling get accus
tomed to the new subject. This is, indeed, a
mid-winter's day, and it needs no snow to express
the cold and desolation of December. The sky \%
cold and the dull grey and the faded red have no
touch of warmth in them ; the tender branches on
the trees tremble against the chilly sky and the
reeds which surround the frozen pond are still and
lifeless. The dark green fir bushes look uncanny
in the midst of this dreariness, but perhaps the
picture would look still drearier and more barren
without them. One pities the deer which are the
only living things in the picture.
The fine picture by Rico needs time and atten-
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tion for the uninitiated to fully appreciate its rare
value. In such air we like to breathe ; it is so
clear and strong that it reveals the farthest object
without the slightest hardness. The clearness of
the atmosphere is wonderful ;—clear is the sky,
clear is the water, and clear, yet soft, is the atmos-
phere. The space in this painting is astonishing.
The heaven is high and the distance unending. It
is true to nature, and the difficulties which such a
subject must involve are not apparent.
"After the Storm" by Lewis well portrays the
dispersing of clouds after a tempest. The water is
still much agitated and the angry waves dash
against the rock. The sky is clearing and the eye
lingers on it, as the most attractive part of
the picture. Although the water is transparent and
liciuid, yet there is a certain crudeness in color and
drawing which is displeasing.
A beautiful picture is the landscape by Dardoise :
soft and mellow, flooded with warm sunlight, fine
in drawing and simple in techniciue. This picture
has, like none of the others, the power to soothe
and pacify.
The moonlight scene by Smith, of a ship sailing
through the night under a fviU moon, which sheds
its golden light (not silvery, here,) over the moving
water, is a fit companion to the former, unlike
though the}' are.
Luminous is the " Sunset " by Hasbrouck ! This
artistic brush seems to have been dipped into the
glow of the setting sun ! Every object is trans-
formed by it, and we find ourselves wondering how
the subject would appear under a gray sky.
Two landscapes by Milliard attract our attention,
but do not hold it. The subjects are picturesque
but the shadows are black and heavy, and the
effects, more imaginative than natural. The sky is





Find your purpose and fling your life out to it
;
and the loftier your purpose is, the more sure you




Bryn Mawr, while it is one of the youngest of
women's colleges, and partly because of that very
fact, has, in some respects, surpassed its sister
colleges.
The unusually fine opportunities which it offers
for graduate study is one of its best known features.
The idea has even prevailed to some extent that it
is an institution for graduate work alone. That this
is not the case may be readily seen from the fact
that of the one hundred and seventeen students enter-
ed for this year, nineteen only are graduate students.
It is true, however, that special attention is given to
the needs of this class of students. Special courses
of advanced work are arranged for them and they
are encouraged to do original work in their partic-
ular lines. Five Feflowships, offered every year,
open to graduates of all colleges of an equal grade,
bring as many women prepared to do the work of
specialists. ?5ut this regard for the work of gradu-
ates does not in the least interfere with the work of
the undergraduate courses. And it is thought that
the presence of so large a proportion of advanced
workers keeps up the collegiate work to a more
scholarly tone and inspires the other students to
aim at thorough work in their chosen branches.
Many of the students, even as early as in their first
year, express their intention of continuing their
course after graduation.
There exists at Bryn Mawr an institution known
as the Undergraduate Association, a sort of general
assembly to which each undergraduate student is
entitled to belong, and in which are considered
questions which concern the student body. From
this association the graduate students are excluded,
but otherwise they are on equal footing with the
other students.
A word about the cap and gown may not be
without interest at this time. They are almost
universally worn by the students and are as univer-
sally liked. They are becoming to almost every
one and help to give a scholarly air to both people
and place. Sometimes, however, on a very windy
day, when a group of girls is crossing the campus,
the wind catches the full sleeves and loose edges
and produces an effort not unlike a flook of giant
blackbirds doing gymnastic exercises and flap])ing
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their wings vigorously.
It would not do to speak of ISryn Mawr without
mentioning the gymnasium, for this is one of the
things of which the college is justly very [iroud.
Even from the outside the building promises well,
and the inside always calls forth exclamations of
surprise and admiration from visitors. The interior
arrangement and fitting up are admirably suited to
its purpose. There are various smaller rooms,
including dressing rooms and cloak-rooms, the Di-
rector's office, a room with measuring apparatus and
a basement with bath-rooms. The large room is
fitted up with Dr. Sargent's apparatus. A gallery
running all around the room is used for a running
track and there is a piano used in general drill once
a week and for the class exercises with chest-weights.
Except for the weekly drill and the chest-weights,
each student has her own particular set of exercises,
assigned according to her individual needs as shown
by careful measurements. Attendance at gymna-
sium work is not compulsory but nearly all students
go with a fair degree of regularity. A student may
go at any time of day she prefers, but from five to
six and from nine to ten in the evening are the
most popular hours. The result of regular gymna-
sium work, carried on by the students with interest
and even enthusiasm is shown in a steady growth
and improvement in physical strength and develop-
ment throughout the year and the course so that a
student leaves college in a better condition phys-
ically than when she entered.
But the most characteristic feature of Bryn Mawr,
—that which most distinguishes it from other
women's colleges, is the arrangement of its courses
of study according to the so-called "Group System."
This plan of work did not originate at Bryn Mawr
but was based upon and adapted from a similar
system in use at the Johns Hopkins University.
The object of the method is to enable the student
to specialize during her course in one or two chosen
subjects, as a preliminary to advanced work on the
same lines.
All students, upon graduation at Bryn Mawr,
receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts. The work
required for the degree is equal to exactly four
year's work at fifteen hours a week. But there is
no fixed time for graduation. A student may, if
she is able, finish the work in less time, or she may
take longer and have time for more work. The
amount of work necessary to be done before
receiving a degree is of three classes ; required
courses, a " group," and free elections. All the
courses, required, or of a group, consist of five hours
a week.
The required courses are two years of English,
and one each of philosophy, science and history,
or instead of the history a second year of science
may be taken. Besides these, a student who
entered prepared in only three languages must study
for a year the fourth language, dreek, French or
(ierman, as the case may be. And if she did not
present it at entrance she must also study Solid Oeo-
metry and Trigonometry for one semester.
In each department of instruction a two year's
consecutive course is arranged called a " major "
course. Each candidate for a degree must take
'
two major courses such as are homogeneous and
complementary, and these two major courses con-
stitute her "group." There is a choice of twenty-
eight combinations resulting from this arrangement.
Any language may be combined with any other
language, any science, with any other science,
mathematics with Greek or Latin or physics.
Besides the required work and the " group " the
student still has a year and a half of free electives.
It is to be noted that the re(}uired courses make
sure a more liberal training than a wholly elective sys-
tem might give, while the two related subjects of
the group give a good foundation for the work of a
specialist.
There is no time assigned at which any part of
this work must be done. It must be satisfactorily
accomplished before graduation, but the particular
year is left to the preference of the individual
student. Each student's program, however, is
submitted to the Dean who is ready to advise and
help the student to the best arrangement of work.
Students are advised to do a considerable part
of the required work in the first year, especially the
English, and mathematics if it was not presented
at entrance. And the two group subjects are gen-
erally begun early in the course in order that the
free electives may be taken in more advanced
work in the lines of study chosen for the group.
In nearly all departments the five hours a week
of class-room work is largely occupied by lectures.
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In all the language courses the class-work is sup-
plemented by a definite amount of parallel reading
which the student does in le])endently and in which
she is examined at the end of the time assigned
for its completion. This work corresponds to the
labratory work which accompanies the scientific
courses. It gives opportunity for the rapid reading
of a greater amount of the literature than is accom-
plished under the ordinary system and leaves the
class-hours free for more critical and special work.
It results from the group system that there is no
division into the traditional four classes. Those
who enter together and expect to receive their
degrees at the same time naturally feel these things
a bond of union. But they are not doing the same
Work and there is no distinct class-line either in or
outside the class-room.
The"Group system" has now been carried through
a four years' course at Bryn Mawr, and a class has
been graduated under its working. The results
obtained seem to show that it is not only feasible
but an excellent system of college work, giving
advantages for advanced and thorough investigation
in special subjects while not overlooking the
necessity of a broader foundation for the special
knowledge.
SCENE FROM A DRAMA OF EXPERIENCE.
Dramatis Personae.
Lecturer.
Earnest Student, deeply interested in the sub-
ject of the lecture.
Two GIRLS BEHIND HER.
Scene :—The chapel, Saturday afternoon.
Lecturer : Now if you have closely followed my
argument up to this point, you will see that it fol-
lows logically and of necessity that
—
First girl behind : Mary has the loveliest new hat
you ever saw. She looks like an angel in it 1
Lecturer : The subject is one of the utmost im-
portance and is worthy of the most careful atten-
tion. 1 ask you to thoughtfully consider with me,
for a few moments, the question
—
Second girl behind : Why don't they ever open
a window in this chapel and give us some fresh air?
Lecturer : \\'e are now ready. I hope to answer
the main objection urged against this theory. Its
'
, uents bring against it the fact, undoubtedly of
the utmost importance, that
—
First girl behind: Its a glorious afternoon, let's
play tennis after the lecture.
Lecturer : You perceive that, when the facts are
carefully considered, there is really no basis for such
an objection. A true statement of the case will
convince us all
—
First girl: How cold it is here ! I don't see
why they open every window in the room !
Lecturer : Little as I have been able to say, I
hope it has aroused in your minds a desire to in-
vestigate the subject further for yourselves. Your
earnest attention inspires me with the belief that
this is the case. In conclusion, I can only urge
you to
—
Second girl : Stick in this hair-pin for me, will
you? there's a dear !
Lecturer : Thanking you for your earnest and
inspiring attention to my imperfect representation
of the subject, I will not detain you longer but will
only say
—
First girl: Thank fortune, he's nearly through,
how did you like him?
Exeunt
—
Lecturer, rejoicing in the interest mani-
fested in his pet subject.
The two girls behind—At peace rcith themselves
and the 7Uorld in general.
Earnest Student. /// despair and rigJiteous in-
diirnatiou.
ITALY AND ENGLAND
From my home in the misty northland,
When the winter suns hung low,
I sought the flower-set levels
Tiiat know not frost nor snow.
I sought, and found full gracious
The skies, and the rose aglow,
And the wind as soft as a May-breeze
That out of the West doth blow.
But strange were the men about me,
No face of all did I know;
Warm were the skies and the sun-god.
But cold were the hearts below.
From the sunny clime where I lingered
Where the myrtle and olive grow,
I remembered one shy, late primrose
In bud in my garden row.
It drew me back like a magnet
O'er the stormy ocean's flow,
Dim shone the flower through the hoar frost,
A cloud-veiled star. But lo !
Friends' voices spake me welcome,
Glad eyes their joy did show !
Chill were the fogs and the sea-winds,
Warm were the hearts below.
Joseplmie A. Cass, '80.
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FOREIGN LETTER.
To the Editors of the Prelude :
—
Agreeably to my promise I am writing you to-day a
" letter from France," but it is to be about something
of which I had no thought of telling you until
this morning. The truth is, I had intended sending
you a long account of the many historical places
around here, with names, dates and as.sociations all
attached in the most beautiful manner possible, but my
high, historical resolutions gave way before the charms
of a drive which we took to-day through the high-ways
and by-ways of Touraine—" the garden of France.'"
And so I have determined to write you an utterly un-
instructive effusion this time, and leave Louis XI,
Plessis-les-Tours, Tristan's house, the chateau at Am-
boise etc. etc. until the historical spell is upon me, and
the glamor of a perfect morning in France, which
would destroy any historical accuracy I might otherwise
possess, has passed away. This morning I started out
for a walk with my usual companion, a pretty, little
dog-friend, along the charming old roads which wind in
and out among the handsome chateaux and picturesque
houses near this aristocratic, antique gem of a city
—
Tours. Scarcely had we started when we beheld
coming towards us a carriage, and in that carriage we
espied two of our friends who invited us in an enticing
and utterly unrefiisable manner to accompany them on
a short drive to Roche-Corbon. The day was beautiful,
the destination a place I had been longing for some
time to see, breakfast was a good hour in the future-
perfect (for we have dejeuner at twelve o'clock,) in
short I concluded a little indiscretion was better than
valor in this case and so—we started for a " twenty-five
minutes drive" to Roche-Corbon.
I liked our coachman from the first ; I felt perfectly
confident that he did not know the way and I also knew
that Frenchmanlike he would never confess his ignor-
ance, and so we could go on forever in a sort of en-
chanted ride through a country of vineyards purple with
ripening grapes, by dense tonnelles of lime-trees and
past avenues of tall, graceful poplars. Not for worlds
would I have given him the least hint of the right
direction to take, even if I had been able,and never was
I so charmed in my life as to observe how inextricably
and beautifully we were getting mixed up amid an
infinity of roads, each one more lovely than its prede-
cessor. You ought to have seen that coachman's face
and air !—he would have one suppose he knew where
he was, and every moment he was getting further and
further away from the Loire and deeper and deeper into
the heart of this beautiful garden. O, how enchanted
we were with this colossal humbug
!
Imagine us driving along the hard, well kept roads
between high, white walls of stone, with a strip of sky
above our heads of a blue far deeper than we ever see
in America, with not a single white cloud to be seen,
not even one the size of a man's hand. It is very
difiicult to convey an accurate impression of the country
here, it is so different from American pastoral scenery.
Here all the land is divided up into portions belonging
to different owners, and all under cultivation. Nowhere
does one see open and waste places, but everywhere
are signs of the care and economy which every true
P>enchman exercises. First one sees the tall white
house surrounded by trees beautifully trimmed, then
the vineyards and occasionally a farm or a large tract
planted with buckwheat. We saw such a piece of land
this morning and how lovely the colors were ! A great
mass of red-brown shading into gold and bright crim-
son. France does not lack color. Even if there were
no gay flowers, no clinging bright-colored vines, no
varied green of innumerable trees, there is always the
dazzling contrast of the tall, white houses showing
sharply their angles and turrets and pointed tiled roofs
against the deep blue sky.
It is a very trite saying that generalities are often
false, but I was never so struck with the truth of that
observation as I have been since coming here. The
generality I condemn is, that in contrast to the German,
the Frenchman is not peculiarly fond of his home and
home-life. It is a mistake, if appearance are to count
for anything. Here the Frenchman builds a beautiful,
little house, makes it gay with flowers and a hundred
pretty devices and then, lest his pleasure should be
shared, even in perspective, with an outsider, he
surrounds "his palace " with a high stone wall, tall
enough and thick enough to shut off the sight of his
happiness from even argus-eyed American tourists.
But after all we could not be angry with these envious
walls—they are so picturesque, draped with great
hanging wreaths and long spirals and often a thick
curtain of bright Virginia creeper, showing up in gay
relief against the foil of dead white stone. Besides
adding beauty of itself the creeper aids too in hiding
from view the mass of broken bottles and miscellaneous
glass which unvariably adorns the top of the wall, and
which so tickled the fancy of one of our party that she
began to sing " Forty-nine blue-bottles," and was
promptly reproved by the others for her irrelevance
and irreverance. These walls are a continual surprise
;
suddenly will one terminate in a pointed tower, with
tiled top, which marks the end of some large tract of
land. Or perhaps instead we will come upon a quaint
little niche in it, where a much weather-beaten and
long-suffering Virgin is securely fastened in by a
trellis-work. And again the white wall will suddenly
give way to a beautiful hedge, thick and well-trimmed
but low enough to afford a wide and marvellously lovely
view of the country. The hedges were very tantalizing
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though. Scarcely would one exclaim: " O, look at
those beautiful limes! " when tout-d-conp another wall
and a sigh of disappointed curiosity. In fact I think
our interest and pleasure were heightened by the
difficulties of securing a good look at all the hidden
beauties of vineyards, gardens, and chateaux.
But if the walls are interesting the gates are more
so. Such gates ! Tall and solid looking iron affairs,
surmounted by innumerable strange creatures, some-
times a lion rampant, sometimes griffins hideous to
look at, often great urns filled with flowers and trailing
vines—always something interesting and to our never-
ceasing wonder, always something old. That is what
we can least accustom ourselves to— the age, the
evident antiquity of everything here. I do not mean
to say that all the chateaux and country houses we saw
were old, but there is something about them which
invariably gives one the impression as of not being
de nos jours—something past and of another age.
Yes, we concluded that the tall, iron gates were the
most interesting things we saw, and particularly did we
love them because through their great bars we could
catch glimpses of gay gardens and beautiful houses and
our imaginations weaved whole romances from such
brief visions of the chateaux, supplying all the splendors
of royalty and beautiful ladies and brave cavaliers ad.
lib. of any age and reign we most fancied.
The great gates had a rival though, in our affections,
— the strange, pointed towers with their bells inside
threatened to become more interesting than even the
splendid iron gate-ways. These little towers surmont
many houses and we could not quite decide on the use
of the bell. But how picturesque they are ! That was
sufficient to command our admiration and respect—one
is nothing if not picturesque in this land where even
the peasants, in their great wooden sabots and white
muslin caps and blue blouses, add the beauty of variety
and strangeness to the scenery. O, I wish you could
see Jeanne—my old Touraine peasant, who comes up
in her white sabots and " makes " my room, and tends
my flowers and talks the most astonishing patois to me !
But I must not digress like our coachman, who after an
hour\s wandering was on the point of confessing his
ignorance. But no ! that man must not own up to
being lost because then we should have to inquire the
way and then our drive would end. So we all talked
rapidly and exclaimed at every beautiful piece of vine,
at every reddening tree, at every gray old tower,
at every white chateau and not a chance did he have to
speak. What masses of clematis we saw ! and how
beautifully the sonnet we read yesterday in the gay, new
" Prelude," expressed the meaning of it. One of the
three said : " we ought to send a spray of this French
clematis to the writer of that lovely poem." As we
cannot do that we send a message of thanks to the
American flower that inspired it.
But if the flowers and trees and houses and shrines
were interesting to me, the peasants toiling along or
riding in their queer, square, two-wheeled carts, were
even more entertaining. Along would come a whole
family—father, mother and children on the front seat
and ^rand'mere, as is invariably the case, poked behind
with what seemed to be the Lares and Penates of
Monsieur's household—though why they are carried
along I cannot imagine. Then the donkey which
always draws the cart ! A little way off he looks like
a mouse, a litde nearer like a dog, and at last you
perceive he is actually a donkey—but so infintesimal,
so woe-begone, a living example of the supply of don-
key being so entirely unequal to the demand. I always
feel like putting my arms around his neck and urging
him to " cheer up."
Yet these same peasants whom I so much admired
caused me infinite chagrin, for our wandering Jehu,
finding he was not to be allowed to unburden his mind,
suddenly pulled up and demanded of a blue bloused
peasant the way to Roche-Corbon. O, you coachman,
your j^I'c^wr-^i'//-^ was reduced by half for that ! So ofi'
we went down by the Loire, now so low that we walked
the other day in its warm, sandy bed, and so to Roche-
Corbon—the strangest, oldest, most fascinating—but
I am not going to tell you what we saw and how much
we enjoyed ourselves there, because if I do not perhaps
you will be a little sorry I did not keep on, and that, as
Samuel Weller tells us, is the true art of letter-writing.






A habit of some dark green stuff, with just a dash of
color,
'
A jaunty little jockey hat, of the same shade, or duller,
A crimson feather floating free, a silver whip for riding.
And dainty, tiny gauntlet gloves, her small white hands
just hiding.
A saucy little upturned face,with lips like ripest cherries.
Soft black hair floating o'er her brow, and cheeks like
red raspberries.
Soft, laughing, dancing, big black eyes, a figure for a
fairy.
The very picture of my Zoe, as she gallops o'er the
prairie.
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THE WEEK.
High carnival reigned supreme in Wellesley's halls-
on Halloween. After the stroke of the dinner bell the
corridors were thronged with a motley crowd. It was
a "mum" dinner, but the fun rose fast and furious.
Babies cried, fierce Indians raised their wild war-
whoop and brandished their tomahawks. The giant-
ess of the Dime Museum, coming in late, fell off her
stilts, but such a slight mishap was easily remedied
and she Cjuickly resumed her normal (?) position.
Personified newspapers cried the news down the aisles
and left a copy of their paper at each table. Floury
bakers flirted with pretty peasant girls and the polar
bear stole a kiss from a June as she was changing the
courses. "'Topsey" ran loose all over the dining-
room. The little slave attending Mrs. Jarley's Wax
Works wound up Marley's ghost to activity enough to
clank out for a plate of bread.
But the merriment was not confined to the Main
Building. The dining-rooms at Stone Hall were
thrown together, and everybody dressed as fantastically
as possible, in accordance with the spirit of the night.
Mother Goose's Melodies were illustrated from cover
to cover, and after dinner there was opportunity for
the effective costumes to be shown in games and
dancing.
At Freeman, too, the ".Spirit of Halloween'' ran
riot. The Fates and their attendant spirits glided
hither and yon; the "three little maids from school"
shook their fans in true Japanese style and won the
hearts of all with their pretty merry-making. Mother
Goose and her retinue were on hand, while over al
waAed the banners of Harvard and Yale, upheld by
their proud representatives. The fun reached its
clirnax when from under the windows floated up the
sound of music which kind friends from other buildings
furnished, and the attractions of a comb orchestra
were also added. At the last the merry party gathered
in a semi-circle about the open hearth, and in the
dusky fire-light, with the shadows flickering over now
one, now another fanciful outline :
"Wi" merry sangs, an' funnie jokes,
I wat they did na weary."
At Norumbega the scene was a bright and gay one.
Mrs. Newman and the Norumbega maidens were at
home to their gentleman friends of whom there were a
"goodlie companie." The old colonial gowns and
high powdered chignons of the hostesses gave a quaint
and unusual air to the party, and the refreshments and
Halloween charms made it seem doubly certain that
"ye Spirit of ye Olden Time" had descended upon
Waban Water and "ye surrounding hills." Luckless
indeed were the youth and maiden who did not find
an auspicious matrimonial fate in any of the charms
])rovided. Awe-struck faces issuing from the dark
abode of "The Witch of Salem" were witnesses to
the true witchery and charm of the fortunes she told.
The fires blazed, corn popped and apples toasted with
like impartiality for all. The rapid flight of time
brought the end of the evening quite too soon and at
a seasonable hour "ye maidens slumbered and ye lads
had taken ye stage for Boston Towne."
The following is an extract from a home letter writ-
ten by one of the Wood girls :
"I wish that you could have seen the pretty picture
in our new dining-room here at the Wood last Thurs-
day evening. There was a cone fire in our big fire-
place, and all around were grouped the girls, popping
corn, and toasting marsh-mallows. (Oh ! how good
they were I) Here was a dear old grandma, and the
•man all tattered and torn' with his 'maiden all for-
lorn,' and there a terrible dude, with his 'dear one,
you know.' We had a music-box for an orchestra,
and a serenade under our windows ; but the very best
part of it was the witch. There she was all the even-
ing, telling our fortiuies in her funny cracked voice,
and we girls were wild to know who she could be.
We might have spared all our guessing, if we had only
M.arked (her) E.xceedingly B.rilliant R.ig."
In spite of the fact that the witches are said to ap-
pear only on Halloween, the Simpsonites with a few
friends gathered for their celebration on the Saturday
night preceding. The prosaic laundry was turned into
a reception hall, where old ladies, gaily dressed young
girls and milkmaids all forlorn were assembled for the
usual games and tricks. Among other things many a
fortune seeker tried the mysterious dark room through
whose winding way she went alone and backwards,
coming forth wiser if not happier. Candy was freely
passed adding much to the homelike feeling of the
evening.
On the Saturday evening following Halloween the
students in the village, in respqnse to a suggestively
clothed invitation, flocked to the Eliot. Infants, sea
spirits, Greek maidens, and one silent, solitary nun,
came with ec|ual zeal to cnmch the peanut. The en-
tertainment was of a varied character, ranging from
realistic representations of the "Psalm of Life" to
graphic hints of certain recent Wellesley happenings.
The true Halloween spirit was still abroad, as the
suspended, vibratory apples showed to the most casual
observer. But when, later in the evening, everybody
received a curiously shaped card, inscribed with mys-
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terious words, whose meaning could not be determined
until tiie possessor found her mate ; and wlien every-
body had stuck her thumb into the Halloween pudding
and pulled out her plum, the most sceptical surren-
dered all doubts as to the presence of the spirit. The
crowning rites were celebrated in a darkened room,
where owlish eyes gleamed phosphorescently making
the gloom more weird, and a majestic owl struck ter-
ror to every heart by her oracular wisdom, as she dis-
pensed tiny counterparts of herself to prove that she
was a real ghost and not a masquerading imitation.
Their fates resolved, the guests departed with a hearty
"Rah! rah! rah! Eliot!"'
* *
One of the most brilliant organ recitals ever given
at Wellesley was enjoyed Monday evening. Nov. 4.
Mr. Allen W. Swan distinguished himself by great
self-possession and ease of execution throughout the
entire program which was unusually difficult. Mention
should be made of the remarkable rendering of the
pedal work in the Grand Sonata by Whiting, which was
played from MS., the Festival March by Dunham,
and the Fantasia on a Welsh March by Best.
*
* *
"Why has Wellesley no Glee Club?" is a question
which has often been asked, but to which no satisfac-
tory answer has ever been found. There was no Glee
Club simply because one had never been organized.
At last, however, we are removed from tliis unpleasant
position, as our College Glee Club has been formed.
For this movement the college owes a vote of hearty
thanks to Miss Bosworth '90 and Miss Frost of the
Special Organization. The plan met with Prof. Hill's
approval, and his advice and time are given in warm
co-operation. The Glee Club meets with Prof. Hill for
weekly rehearsals, and at no very distant day we hope
for an opportunity to show our appreciation and sup-
port of this new feature of college life. The following
are the members of the Club :




Second Soprano. " Pleasants, '89.
" Soule. '89.
" L. Brown, '90.
" L. McCague, Sp.





Seeotid Alto- " Perrin, '91.
" Marot, '93.
" Lutz, '93.
" M. Marot, '94.
The gymnasium looked very homelike Saturday
evening, Nov. 2. The slippery floor was covered
with rugs and heaps of cushions, and the Juniors,
grouped in Turkish attitudes about the room, flattered
themselves that they looked picturesque. For '91 was
holding her class social. The presiding genius was
Miss Lillian Barnes, Historian. She was assisted by
the spirit of Miss Frances Smith, the absent Historian.
A Literature lecture was given on an antique race,
.supposed ancestors of '91, called "Sophomores." In
ingenious ways their various characteristics were
proved and some were brought out in special topics.
The sources of information in general were ancient
chronicles and fragments of various manuscripts, but
the most interesting relic was a petrified Sophomore,
recently discovered behind some dusty books in the
Gertrude Library. This strange creature gave utter-
ance to a levitical strain, interspersed with numerous
selahs, in regard to the hideous adventures of the
"Children of '91" with Israelitish kings and other
monsters. A fragment from an old tomb was shown
to the company. It bore the initials S. R. C. and the
lecturer said there was some question as to the mean-
ing. Some said it meant "Sophomore Rhetoric
Club ;" others, "Sacred to the Remains of a Club."
An old war song was read, in which the ringing of
horses' hoofs and the clash of armor was distinctly
audible. The song treated of a Tennis Association
and \ividly describes the bravery and military procliv-
ities of the people. In direct contrast with this was a
pastoral ode on Tree Day, showing that the pristine
Sophomores could be peaceable on occasions. Na-
tional calamities and celebrations were discussed in
special topics and then the spirit revived sufficiently to
recite a long poem on "go's Junior Promenade. This
was an exhaustive treatise on men of all shapes and
kinds but the bright and interesting subject was aban-
doned for a melancholy dirge, "Toll Slowly" said to
pertain to examinations. At the close of the lecture,
a practical illustration was given to show how the So-
phomores spread. '91 found the wafers and chocolate
soothing to excited brains and felt more than thankful
to these quaint ancestors for handing down the refresh-
ing custom.
The text of the sermon preached on Sunday, Nov..
3, by Rev. F. M. Peloubet, of Natick, was Job 7:6;
"My days are swifter than a weaver's shuttle." In the
evening Mr. G. W. Leitch gave an interesting lecture
on India and Ceylon, illustrated by stereopticon
views.
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Pi.ANK walks herald the melancholy winter
!
Mrs. Harriet Hall Smith, student at Wellesley
'8o-'8i, was last week the guest of Miss Gilchrist.
In general, we mean to tell the truth but unfortu-
nately we are obliged to retract the statement made in
our last number, in regard to the new course in gym-
nastics.
The Prelude apologizes to its readers for the ty-
pographical errors which occurred in the article on
Winchester and begs leave to correct them in this
issue. For "fastened with ivy" read festooucd; for
"transaction" read transition; for "This cathedral is
a place to see visions and dreams'' read "to see visions
and dream drea>/is; for "St. Smithin" read St. Switkin.
'91, to keep its abundant musical talent from going
to waste, is to have a special and particular glee-club.
The fortunate members are :
First Soprano. Miss Alice Clement.
" Lola McDaniel.
" Bertha Barker.
Second Soprano. " Marian Perrin.
" Mabel Frost.
" Esther Bailey.
First Alto. " Mertilla Avery.
" Marion Fuller.
" Annie Durflinger.
Second A/to. " Mariana Blood.
" Louise Pope.
" Lucy White.
Temperance Notes. The Christian Union finds
a hopeful sign of the civilization of the Northwest in
the fact that the people of the Dakotas voted for pro-
hibition, when high license would almost have sup-
ported their public schools, as is the case in Omaha.
That the citizens are willing to support the schools by
direct taxes rather than to become partners in the liq-
uor trade, speaks well for their moral character. In
North Dakota, the battle was won for the right by our
Scandinavian citizens. A "former prohibitionist" per-
suaded by the "inexorable logic" of the summer elec-
tions in the East is willing to endorse local option,
with his own definition of the terms. He argues that,
in most of our states, the county is the natural unit,
because towai option puts the decision in the hands of
the foes of temperance, whereas, if the neighboring
county is included in the voting unit, the farming class
will turn the balance against the liquor trade. What-
ever their opinions, the friends of temperance must be
glad of every way in which its cause may be forwarded.
Committee.
MARRIED.
Metcai.f-Soule.—At Taunton, Mass., Nov. 4,
Caroline G. Soule, '80, to Wilmot Metcalf. Home
address, 11 23 McCulloh St., Baltimore Md.
Williams-Lyon.—At Ithaca, N. Y., Nov. 7, Laura
Lyon, '87, to Otis Lincoln Williams.
"Blessed is the bride that the sun shines on,"
.said the friends of Miss Soule on the fourth, rejoicing
in the first bright Monday morning in weeks. The
wedding at the bride's house was a quiet one, few out-
side the immediate families being present. The cere-
mony was performed by Dr. Brooks. Among the
guests were Mrs. Durant, Miss Shafer, Miss Horton,
Miss Hallowell, Miss Chapin, "the '80 Faculty" and
Miss Cora Stickney.
Whereas. It has pleased our Heavenly P'ather to
call to Himself our beloved class-mate and friend,
Elizabeth L. Byington.
Resolved. That we, the class of '89, as a class
and as individuals, feeling most deeply the Io.ss of her
inspired life, tender this mark of love and respect to
her memory.
Resolved. That we do most heartily appreciate
her many acts of thoughtfulness and unselfishness in
our behalf, her many talents, her rare sympathy, and
the high character of her Christian life.
Resolved. That though dead, she yet lives and
will live in our lives as an ever present inspiration to
higher and nobler things, and to a more earnest and
unselfish life for the good of those around us.
Resolved. That we extend our deepest sympathy
to her bereaved family, for the suffering which it has
been theirs to witness and the sorrow which it is theirs
to bear.
Whereas: It has seemed best to the Heavenly
P'ather to remove from our sight our beloved and hon-
ored member Elizabeth Line Byington.
Resolved: That we, the members of the Shake-
speare Society of Wellesley College, while deeply
mourning our loss, yet do recognize therein the kind
hand of Providence \Nhich works only for our eternal
spiritual welfare.
Rp;soLVED : That we do render most sincere thanks
for her inspiring and helpful influence during her brief
sojourn amongst us, and for the memory of her schol-
arly and enthusiastic work and noble character, which
will ever abide with us.
Resolved : That we do extend our heartfelt sym-
pathies to her family and friends in their great sorrow.
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INTER-COLLEGIATE NEWS. OUR OUTLOOK.
Ex-MiNiSTEK Phelps will resume his professorship at
Yale in January.
The students at .Smith liave engaged one hundred
seats for tlie Yale-Harvard game.
The Freshman Class at Cornell numbers 450, the
largest on record in this country.
The President of the Pekin University is translating
Shakespeare's works into Chinese.
The Hon. .Seth Low will have the higliest salary of
any college president in America.
George Banckoft, the historian, is the only living
member of the Harvard Class of '17.
Harvard has one hundred and eighty-nine courses
of study, Ann Arbor two hundred and forty-two.
The Cornell Sun has issued a Sunday edition. Cor-
nell is the only college that issues a Snnday paper.
Of the Class of '89, Cornell, ten per cent, only were
women, yet they won sixty per cent, of the fellowships.
About 150 degrees of D. D. and LL. D. were con-
ferred by the different colleges at the close of last
year.
No class will be graduated from the Columbia Law
School this year, as the term of study has been length-
ened.
Of the Class of '89, Yale, twenty-five per cent are
studying law ; eight per cent, medicine ; ten percent
for the ministry.
The University of Michigan has entirely done away
with the marking system and has abolished all prize
competitions and class honors.
Im England thare is only one under-graduate college
paper published, the Review, of Oxford University. In
the United States there are over 200.
It is reported that an Oberlin professor's text book
was found on the campus and on the margin was written
the following : "Use joke No. 17 in connection with
this paragraph."
Only seventy of the two hundred and fifty applicants
passed the examination for Clark University. The
standard for admission is said to be higher than that
of Johns Hopkius.
The new dormitory at Harvard will be ready for
occupancy in about two months. The massive orna-
mental gateway to the College yard will be another
important addition to Harvard architecture.
Connecticut, taking into account the size of its
population, furnishes more college students than any
other .State. One out of every five hundred and forty-
nine persons is sent to college from this State.
Lady Forester sends to the factory girls of London
every week more than a thousand bunches of flowers
gathered by the servants on the estate.
A number of young women have applied for admis-
sion to the new law school for women opened in New
York city by Dr. Emily Kempen, a graduate of the
University at Zurich. Lectures will be given by
prominent people in the profession. Dr. Mary Put-
nam Jacobi is one of the patrons of the institution.
Past generations might be shocked to learn that in
a neighboring city clas.ses of boys come regularly each
week to a manual training school for a lesson in cook-
ing, while the class of girls who should come from the
High School on the afternoon of the same day are
occasionally detained at their own .school for a military
drill.
Miss Jane Harrison was the first woman to devote
herself seriously to (Jreek Archteology. Her student
life, which began at Cambridge in 1874, was succeeded
by years of foreign travel and study. She is author
of several books and has lectured at the British Mus-
eum and at many schools and assemblies.
Two thousand women workers of East End, Lon-
don held a meeting Oct. 8, at which they resolved to
organize for the purpose of improving their condition.
A prominent bishop, with the sanction of Archbishop
of Canterbury, is at the head of the committee now
engaged in organizing the needle-women so as to give
them power of combining against their tyrants.
There is a novel women's organization in San Diego,
Cal., called the " Ladies Annex of the San Diego
Chamber of Commerce." It was suggested as an aid
to the Chamber of Commerce, and is recognized as a
highly respected auxiliary. The Annex discusses bee-
raising, floriculture, home decoration and similar sub-
jects ; sends committees to agricultural fairs, encourages
horticultural societies in the country, and in various
ways co-operates with the Chamber of Commerce.
The organization has a membership of several hun-
dred.
In Russia it has been discovered that female micdical
students often develop revolutionary political opinions,
"sentiments unworthy of their sex" in the view of
government, and the new minister of public instruction
announces a set of regulations for putting things in
order. First, no medical degree is to be conferred in
Russia on a woman who has made her studies abroad.
This will do away with the Russian women students
who now study at Berne and Zurich. Secondly, no
Russian woman is to be admitted to a medical degree
entitling her to practise publicly until she is forty years
old. Until that age she may only practise as a nurse
in hospitable and charitable institutions.
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WABAN RIPPLES. MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
Though .some of our colleges are very old, they are
still in po.sse.ssion of their facultie.s.— Texas Sifiings.
In Memory of an actual Experience of the
Editohs.
They hunted it high, they hunted it low,
They pursued it with pitch-fork and rake,
At the foot of the dust-shaft searched the remains
Of Sophomore jokes and cake.
Ikit the Book Reviews laughed in the upper room.
And murmured, as I've heard tell,
" Ye may search in vain in the dust-shafi"s depths.
'Tis t7'iith only lies in a well ! "
Its Origin.
Out from the realms of darkness,
Out from ol)livion's night,
The cry comes : Helen's hair was red.




The night was soft and mellow.
The harvest moon entrancing.
As through the rustling, quivering leaves
Her slender beams were glancin<r.
Dot was a student oi belles lettres,
A maiden blithe and gay,
While the most exact of sciences
Had marked me for its pre}'.
And as we wandered homeward
In tender conversation.
The -angle of my beating heart
Was the angle of elevation .
I made & proposition^
Which ended with a query,
—
To make it quite complete, \ ou know,
A sort of corollary.
She solved my proposition,
When, to use a mild expression.
The angle of my poor old heart
Was the angle of depress'on.
Variety the Spice of Life.
Teacher : When David was given his choice between
the three evils, famine, pestilence, or war, why do you
think he chose the pestilence?
Shining Light of '92 : Well, they'd had -afamine
just a little while before.
" What are the wild waves saying, sister?"
Little Johnny loudly called.
" We waive the cjuestion,'" roared the breakers.
And little Johnny stood appalled.
—
Ex.
The /Itlantic for November, as is appropriate for
the centennial of our existence as a nation, is distinctly
American in tone. Mr. Woodrow Wilson in his article
on " Democracy in the United States " treats it as a
gradual and natural constitutional development, and
points out what he considers the greatest need of our
government, strong, legislative leadership.—A paper
on " The French in Canada" clearly states some of
the reasons why the French failed to become a per-
manent power in America.—Mr. Roosevelt treats a
comparatively new subject "The Winning of the
West" in an able manner, while Edward E. Hayward
makes a strong appeal for the re-reading of an old sub-
ject in his review of some of William (iilmore Simms
old Romances of the Revolution.—There is a sketch
of " Washington Alhston and his Unfinished Picture,"
Belshazzar's Feast, taken from the diary of the younger
Dana, also a discouraging survey of " Materials lor
Landscape Art in America," by Charles H. Moore.
—
The only short story " The First Maj or " by Octave
Thanet pathetically portrays the sudden reverses of
fortune so common in our western states. The re-
viewer closes the American series by reviews of the
recently published lives of Washington, Franklin and
Lincoln. The European and at the same time the
feminine portion of the number is well represented by
Hope Notnor's vivid biographical sketch of those clever
and remarkable women, the Nieces of Mazarin, and by
a sympathetic review of the recently published journal
of Marie BashkirtsefT. the story of a strange, sad, in-
tense soul thwarting its own ends.
The North American Review for Novetnber opens
with a discussion " Is Divorce Wrong?" The Roman
Catholic. Episcopalian and Agnostic views of the
question are given by Cardinal Gibbons, Bishop Pot-
ter, and Col. Robert C Inger.soll. — •' The Coiiobora-
tion of Prof Huxley," by John Burroughs, is a critic-
ism on Dr. Lyman Abbott's reply to Huxley's arguments
against miracles.— Murat Halstead shows us the
unpleasant and dangerous side of " Our National
Conceits."—" The Tendencies of Modern Corned)"
seem to be toward "finer qualities of art in the player
and a higher intellectualism in the profession."— The
writer of " The Future of Fiction " predicts that the
fiction reader of the future will find himself among men
and women who no longer seem, but are, who appeal
to him, for whom he suffers and for whose miseries he
would devise a cure."— Edison tells us that "The
Dangers of Electric Lighting" will be removed if the
electrical pressure is regulated. A false economy of
copper wire and real estate has been the cause of the
accidents lately."—" The New Instrument of Execu-
tion " favors using electricity for this purpose.—The
President of the Western Union gives a negative
answer to the question " Are Telegraph Rates too
High?" This answer is given in consideration of the
capital invested, the cost of maintenance, and the sal-
aries and rates in other countries.—Articles by sena-
tors Hoar and \'est represent the two political parties.
" The Hopes of the Democratic Party "are centered in
New Yorkand Indiana, for if these states go Democra-
tic the votes of the new states will not save the Repub-
licans. But Senator Hoar believes that if the Repub-
licans are true to their ideals, they are " in to stay."
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BOOK REVIEWS.
The Aspen Shade. By Mabel Louise I'ltllcr. Bos-
ton: De IVolfe, Fiske &^ Co. $i.oo. A short verse
from Scott's Marmion made to explain the graceful
title.
"Oh woman ! in our hours of ease,
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please,
And variable as the shade
By the light quivering aspen made
;
VVhen pain and anguish wring the brow,
A ministering angel thou ! "
The power of pride to wreck the happiness of life is
the refrain of this little story. Katherine Desmond
has married once for money a man much older than
herself. After his death, a new world of love opens to
her through the knowledge of the proud, but noble
Englishman, Paul Remington. He, too, has had a
bitter experience earlier in life, a revelation of the moral
deformity of the woman to whom his heart had been
given in ihe freshness and hope of his youtli. Katha-
rine and Paul are married despite the intrigues of this
evil woman, who plans their woe with all the cunning
of wounded pride turned to hatred. After the happy
consummation, however, her plots are more successful
and the seeds of suspicion and jealousy, which are
planted by her hand in these two hearts, grow and
bear potent fruit. But finally the sweet is wrung from
the bitter by Katharine's patient humility and the
threads of hope gleam golden in the pattern of their
re-united lives. The book is light in tone with much
of the conventional in the style. Many of the pages
are too trivial to be worth the reading. But the char-
acters are drawn with some ease and grace, especially
in the case of Mrs. Desmond's prim New England
friend. Miss Trecartur. And the vividness of the suf-
fering portrayed raises the last pages above the merely
commonplace. Out of the hour of deepest anguish
Katharine rises to the height of true womanhood and
forces the lesson of life from her pain—" You have
shown me that nothing matters—only love. Pride is
nothing—nothing !"
The Wreck of the Greyhoimd. By C. M. Newell.
Boston: De Wolfe, Fiske &^ Co. $1.50. With the
scene of the story laid in China, in a region infested
with pirates, there is ample room for the thrilling crises
which follow in rapid succession throughout this book.
Lady Lucia Seymour and her father live high on a cliff
from which they first see the ship that bears to them
Captain Lawrence, who has been sorely wounded in a
fray with the pirates. Falling deeply in love at first
sight, the story centers about these two. The Captain
fears to ask for the hand of Lady Lucia because of her
rank, and only presumes to tell of his love when she has
shown him by her every breath almost, that she is his
in spirit. When he hears that the earl and his daugh-
ter are wrecked and starving in the hull of a stranded
vessel surrounded by the wildest surf, by almost super-
human effort he reaches them on a surf-board. Win-
ning them back to strength, with a native's help he
brings them safe to land. The style is high-flown, and
the tendency in every part is toward unnaturalness.
The general tone of the book is unwholesome.
Norway Nights and Rnssian Days. By Mrs. S. M.
Henry Davis. New York: Fords, Howard, ana
Hnlbert. In this dainty little volume, the author ot
The Life and Times of Sir Philip Sydney has given us
a very entertaining account of a summer tour in north-
ern Europe. The style is bright and varied, and the
book gives one a vivid picture of the main points of
interest in Norway and Russia and the neighboring
countries. Those who have no hope of ever visiting
Norway with its sternly picturesque scenery, its mid-
night sun, its people retaining with their quaint cos-
tumes and customs so much of their primitive simplicity,
and genial good will, and honesty, or Russia with its
St. Petersburg and its " Holy Moscow," will find much
pleasure and profit in a few hours spent in looking over
the "moss" gathered by "three rolling stones" in these
interesting countries. The more fortunate ones who
hope to see these sights for themselves some day will
find rnany helpful suggestions in the experiences re-
lated, though the book is by no means an ordinary
"Guide." In the days that are fast approaching, when
the demand for gift books will be renewed, this one
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A, STOWCtl, & Co.
24 wmTCJR ST.,)iO&TOH.
ENLARGED STOCK OF




Fine Thick Linen Paper,
Stylish Size, in Nice Box,
49 cents.
(Regular Price, ?i.25.)
Over 6000 Boxes of tJiis wonder sold.
Bargaius in Copy Paper.
For Students, Authors and ICditore.
3000 slieets, !-ize ^xS^, only Ji. 50
2000 " ' 6ixio, " 1.50
I'oiMicI ill P>locks, 75c additional.
Odd sizes corre-spondinjrly low
N'l j(il) lot or odds and ends, but beet
Huaaty stock, with choice of Scolors^
Don't fail to send stanrap op eail foP
Sample Set of Bargains in pine Papers.
A MODEL Stationery store.
WRITINtt PAPERS, !-%<-' V"''p , .^'"''' ^^^^"'
ENVELOPES, by the Pound.
pYC IJ A Vf V<^ Visiting Cards. Wt-dding and Keccpiii nrjilWIVA » I^IVT, Curd!-, etc. Lowe^t price for best work
T>l?T1VITf Vi"" Owping a first-class Steam I'linting Eslali-r Kill lli>w, lishinent at llij Siimiii. r St . nm enabled to
turn out work that is best, quickest, lowest.
XMAS CARDS, Bonkletsand odd Things for HoUdny,
jii T p\l^i WW Birthday, Easter and otner Souvenirs.
GEO. B. t^lNG,
kingTsal.mon, 37 West Street, Boston.
G, r. H0VEY & GO.
Have i full iissortiiieiit of
DR.ESS GOODS. * * * *
* « SUITS AND GARMENTS,
33 SUMMER ST. & 42 AVON ST
,
BOSXON.
ABTISTS' 3IAT1^:BIALS, o o o
o nUAFTING I]SSTliXJ3IEWTS
-AND-
31vt iXou cities of iiU lauds.
WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO.,
82 and 84 Washington St., Boston.
SENU I'OU CATALOGUE.
y-'^dXroxuzz those
\ij ho "^^dverlise in
©iir follege draper.
ADVERTISEMENTS. V
T. E. mmii k ai..
469 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.,
DKAI.KKS IX
Boots and Shoes.
A LARGK ASSOKliMENT FOR
YOUNG LADIES.










For first-class Limited Tickets.
FARES REDUCED.
FALI^ R,IVER T^TIVE.
Express trains connecting witli steamer at Fall River in 80
minutes, leave Boston from Old Colony Station week (lays at 6
P. M. Sundays at 7 P. m
Steamers Puuitan and Pilgrim in commission. Steam heat
in staterooms. An orchestra on each steamer throughouttlie year.
Tickets, staterooms, &o., secured at the line oflice, No. 3, Old
State House, and Old Colony Station, Kneeland Street.
J. R. KENDRICK, Gen.Man. GEO. L.CONNOR, Gen. Pas. Agt.
L. H. PALMER, Agent, 3 Old State House.
MISS N. M. SHEEHAN,
®re:ss ffi^fieT,
WABAN BLOCK,





37 CORNHII.I,, BOSTON.F. S. FROST,H. A. LAWRENCE.
BOSSOR
ffORDIGN^OOK ® iTORE}.
LARGE STOCK OF BOOKS IN THE
(21 n c i e v\ t «S: £)llo^e 1 1 1 £a nana a c .^





Between West Street and Tremont Place.
SHREVE, CRUMP & LOW CO.,
Diaiiioiids, Watches, |ewelrv,
SILVERWARE.
CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF FANCY GOODS.
J^" Engravers of Calling Cards, Invitations, &v. Fine











^5 West SlBoston, Mass.
Eua
A. STOwetL (^ Co.
CI^EATl VARIETY OP rUKE KCYd' l.O'^.Ki) l^ivOCCKCS.


Our complete and very attractive stock embraces every
description of
FINE FUR GOODS,
manufactured in the most thorough and tasty manner
from carefully selected skins, which cannot fail to meet
the want of those in pursuit of stylish and reliable goods.
Our SEALSKINS of this season are UNSURPASSED
for richness and durability.
Special attention given to ORDERS BY MEASURE,
with the assurance of the FULLEST SATISFACTION in
fit and other requirements.
Our fur garments and small goods are of the nev/est
and most approved shapes, some styles being unique
with our own manufacture.
Confined uniformly to the best grades of furs, we of-
fer with confidence goods of unquestioned excellence,
comprising SEAL ULSTERS, SACQUES and JACKETS,
SHOULDER CAPES, COLLARS, BOAS, MUFFS, etc.,
in all the popular furs. Relying upon the merits of our
goods and reasonable prices, we solicit your patronage.
JOSEPH A. JACKSON,
412 WASHINGTON STREET. - BOSTON.
